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Susceptibility to SARS coronavirus S protein-driven infection
correlates with expression of angiotensin converting enzyme 2
and infection can be blocked by soluble receptor
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Abstract
The angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) has been identiﬁed as a receptor for the severe acute respiratory syndrome
associated coronavirus (SARS-CoV). Here we show that ACE2 expression on cell lines correlates with susceptibility to SARS-CoV
S-driven infection, suggesting that ACE2 is a major receptor for SARS-CoV. The soluble ectodomain of ACE2 speciﬁcally abrogated S-mediated infection and might therefore be exploited for the generation of inhibitors. Deletion of a major portion of the
cytoplasmic domain of ACE2 had no eﬀect on S-driven infection, indicating that this domain is not important for receptor function.
Our results point to a central role of ACE2 in SARS-CoV infection and suggest a minor contribution of the cytoplasmic domain to
receptor function.
Ó 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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A novel coronavirus (CoV) has been identiﬁed as
the etiologic agent of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) [1–3]. The SARS associated CoV
(SARS-CoV) exhibits a genome organization similar to
those of known CoVs [4–6], however, sequence analysis
indicates that SARS-CoV does not cluster with known
coronaviruses, but either constitutes a new branch [4,5]
or a subgroup of class II CoVs [7,8]. Recent reports
demonstrated that the spike protein (S) of SARS-CoV
is suﬃcient to drive infection of cells and can be recognized by neutralizing antibodies in SARS patients
[9–11]. Because of its essential role in viral entry,
SARS-CoV S is an attractive target for vaccines and
antiviral compounds. Indeed, immunization of mice
with a S-based DNA vaccine triggered humoral and
cellular immune responses and protected animals from
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SARS-CoV infection [12]. Moreover, a humanized
monoclonal antibody speciﬁc for the S1 subunit of
SARS-CoV S has been shown to potently inhibit
SARS-CoV infection and could be employed for ﬁrst
line therapy [13].
Coronavirus infection of target cells depends on
interactions of S with cellular receptors, such as CD13
for human CoV 229E and carcinoembryonic antigens
(CEACAMs) for mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) [14]. Li
et al. [15] identiﬁed the angiotensin converting enzyme
2 (ACE2) as a receptor for SARS-CoV. ACE2 expression on non-permissive cells confers susceptibility
to SARS-CoV infection [11], indicating that ACE2 is
suﬃcient to allow viral entry. The receptor-binding
domain in SARS-CoV S has been mapped to amino
acids 318–510, and eﬀorts to identify regions in ACE2
contacted by S are underway [13,16–19]. However, it is
unclear if ACE2 is the only receptor for SARS-CoV or
if entry into certain tissues and organs like liver and
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kidney is facilitated by other receptors. Moreover, it is
unknown whether the ACE2 ectodomain can be used
to modulate S-driven infection; if so, the development
of inhibitors mimicking the S-interaction domain in
ACE2 might be justiﬁed. Finally, it needs to be determined if SARS-CoV S-binding to ACE2 triggers
intracellular signaling events essential for infection.
Here, we analyzed the interaction between S and ACE2
employing lentiviral particles bearing the SARS-CoV
S-protein. These particles, so called pseudotypes, infect
target cells in a S-dependent manner and can be used
to analyze S-function under standard biosafety conditions [9–11].

Materials and methods
RT-PCR analysis of ACE2 mRNA expression. Total RNA was
isolated from 1  106 cells using the RNeasy kit according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Five hundred
nanograms of total RNA was treated with DNaseI followed by reverse
transcription using oligo(dT) oligonucleotides and the AMV reverse
transcriptase (Invitrogen). The resulting cDNAs were subjected to either ampliﬁcation with oligonucleotides speciﬁc for GAPDH
(GAPDH-5: 50 -ATGGGGAAGGTGAAGGTCGG-30 ; GAPDH-3: 50 ATACTTCTCATGGTTCACAC-30 ) or ACE2 (ACE2-5: 50 -GTAAG
GCCACTGCTCAACTAC-30 ; ACE2-3: 50 -TTTTTCTAAAAGGAG
GTCTGAACATC-30 ). For detection of ACE2 transcripts, a nested
PCR was performed using 5 ll of the ﬁrst round PCR product as
template and oligonucleotides ACE2nested-5 (50 -GATGGAGTACCG
ACTGGAGTCC-30 ) and ACE2nested-3 (50 -CTAATATCGATGGAG
GCATAAGG-30 ) for ampliﬁcation. As a control, nested PCRs were
performed using the input RNA prior to reverse transcription.
Plasmid construction and mutagenesis. Eukaryotic expression vectors for ACE2 were constructed by reverse transcription of total RNA
derived from human (hu) 293T kidney cells and African green monkey
(agm) Vero E6 cells using the SuperScript One-Step RT-PCR system
(Invitrogen) and either oligonucleotides huACE2-5 (50 -CCCGGTACC
CACCATGTCAAGCTCTTCCTGGCTCCTTCTC-30 ) and huACE23 (50 -GGGCTCGAGTTTTTCTAAAAGGAGGTCTGAACATC-30 )
or oligonucleotides agmACE2 (50 -CCCGGTACCCACCATGTCCAG
CTCCTCCTGGCTCCTTCTC-30 ) and agmACE2-3 (50 -GGGCTCG
AGCTAAAAGGAAGTCTGAGCATCATCA-30 ). The resulting
ampliﬁcates were inserted into the pcDNA3.1 vector via KpnI and
XhoI. Carboxy-terminal ACE2 deletion mutants were constructed by
PCR using the huACE2-pcDNA3.1 construct as template and
the huACE2-5 as 50 -oligonucleotide in combination with either ACE2771 (50 -GAGCTCGAGTTATTCTCCTTTGCTAATATCGATGG30 ), ACE2-775 (50 -GAGCTCGAGTTAAGGATTTTCTCCACTTCT
TGC-30 ), ACE2-779 (50 -CAGCTCGAGTCTTGCTTTATTTTTCTT
CTTCCG-30 ) or ACE2-790 (50 -CAGCTCGAGTTATTTCTTCTTCC
GATCTCTGATCC-30 ) and cloned into the pcDNA3.1 vector via
KpnI and XhoI. To obtain an expression plasmid encoding soluble
ACE2, the huACE2 cDNA was ampliﬁed using the huACE2-50 primer
in combination with oligonucleotide ACE2sol-3 (50 -GGGCTCGAGT
TAGGAAACAGGGGGCTGGTTAGGAG-30 ) followed by insertion
into pcDNA3.1 via KpnI and XhoI.
Cell culture, infection, and reporter assays. The lymphatic cell lines
C8166 and BL41 were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented
with 10% fetal calf serum. 293T, Vero E6, HOS, Hep-2, and NIH3T3
cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s minimal essential medium (Gibco/
BRL, Eggenstein, Germany) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum;
Huh-7 cells additionally received 1% amino acid cocktail (Invitrogen,
San Diego, CA).
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HIV-based pseudotypes were produced as described [9]. Brieﬂy, the
pNL4-3env*nef*-luc plasmid [20] was co-expressed in 293T cells together with an expression vector for the SARS-S protein or control
envelope proteins (VSV-G, MLV). The supernatant was used for infection of target cells followed by determination of luciferase activity
72 h post infection using a commercially available kit according to the
manufacturer’s protocol (Promega, Madison, WI).
Antibodies, Western blotting, and FACS analysis. 293T cells were
transiently transfected with expression vectors encoding ACE2 and
ACE2 deletion variants. After 48 h, cells were lysed in RIPA buﬀer
(0.1% SDS, 1% NP40, 1% deoxycholate, 0.05 M Tris, pH 7.3, 0.15 M
NaCl, and 150 mM PMSF) and separated by 10% PAGE followed by
transfer to nitrocellulose membranes (Schleicher & Schuell, Dassel,
Germany). ACE2-proteins were detected using a monoclonal ACE2
antibody (R&D systems, Minneapolis). For FACS analysis, surface
expression of ACE2 on transfected 293T cells was detected using a
polyclonal ACE2 antibody (R&D systems, Minneapolis) in combination with a FITC-labeled secondary antibody.
Inhibition of S-mediated entry into target cells by soluble ACE2.
Soluble ACE2 protein was harvested from the supernatant of transiently transfected 293T cells followed by concentration of the protein
using a CentriconPlus ultraﬁlter with a 30 kDa molecular weight cut-oﬀ
(Millipore, Eschborn, Germany). For inhibition of S-mediated infection, S- or control pseudotypes standardized for equal luciferase activity upon infection of target cells were pre-incubated with diﬀerent
dilutions of soluble ACE2 for 1 h at 37 °C followed by infection of 293T
target cells. Luciferase activity was determined in cell extracts after 72 h.

Results and discussion
ACE2 expression correlates with permissiveness to
SARS-CoV S-driven infection
SARS-CoV engages ACE2 for entry into permissive
Vero E6 cells [15]; however, it is unclear if SARS-CoV
can use alternative receptors for infection of other target
cells. Therefore, we investigated if ACE2 expression
correlates with permissiveness to SARS-CoV S-mediated
infection. To this end, total RNA from a panel of cell
lines of known permissiveness to SARS-CoV S-driven
infection was isolated, reverse transcribed, and the ACE2
sequence was ampliﬁed by nested PCR (Fig. 1A). As a
control, the GAPDH cDNA was also ampliﬁed. In a ﬁrst
round of PCR employing outer primers, GAPDH expression was readily detected in cDNA from all cell lines
tested, whereas no signal for ACE2 was observed. In a
second round of PCR with inner primers speciﬁc for
ACE2, ampliﬁcates were obtained using cDNA from
Huh-7, Hep-2, Vero E6, and 293T cells, which are susceptible to S-driven infection [1,2,9,10]. In contrast,
ACE2 sequences were not ampliﬁed from cDNA derived
from HeLa, HOS, C8166, BL41, and NIH3T3 cell lines,
which are largely refractory to S-mediated infection [9–
11]. Thus, ACE2 expression in cell lines correlates with
susceptibility to SARS-CoV S-driven infection, indicating that ACE2 plays an important role in SARS-CoV
replication.
We next analyzed if high amounts of ACE2 can
augment infection of permissive cells by lentiviral
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pre-coating of virions with soluble receptor could activate the fusogenic activity in SARS-CoV S and facilitate
infection of target cells. To obtain soluble ACE2, a stop
codon was introduced at position 740 of the ACE2
coding sequence, resulting in a truncated reading frame
encoding the entire ectodomain as previously described
[21]. Transfection of 293T cells with the plasmid encoding soluble ACE2 resulted in eﬃcient release of the
protein into the supernatant, while no soluble protein
was detected in supernatants of cells transfected with
wild type ACE2 (Fig. 2A). The supernatant containing
soluble ACE2 was concentrated by ﬁltration through an
ultraﬁlter with a 30 kDa molecular weight cut-oﬀ
(CentriconPLUS80) and employed for inhibition studies
(Fig. 2B). Viral pseudotypes bearing SARS-CoV S or
VSV-G were standardized for comparable production of
luciferase upon infection of target cells, incubated with

Fig. 1. (A) Expression of ACE2 in cell culture cell lines susceptible (+)
or refractory ()) to SARS-CoV infection. Total RNA was isolated
from the indicated cell lines followed by reverse transcription. Subsequently, a nested PCR with ACE2-speciﬁc oligonucleotides was performed using either the resulting cDNAs as templates (middle panel,
+RT) or employing the input RNA (upper panel, )RT). As a control,
all cDNAs were subjected to a PCR with GAPDH-speciﬁc oligonucleotides (lower panel). (B) Enhanced SARS-CoV S-mediated entry
into 293T cells transiently over-expressing ACE2. ACE2 of human
(hu) and African green monkey (agm) origin or human CD13 were
transiently expressed in 293T cells followed by infection with SARSCoV S-pseudotypes carrying a luciferase reporter gene. After 72 h, cells
were lysed and luciferase activity was determined in the cell extracts.
Each experiment was performed in quadruplicate and repeated at least
three times with independent virus stocks.

pseudotypes harboring SARS-CoV S as described previously [9–11]. Plasmids encoding ACE2 and CD13, the
receptor for human CoV 229E [14], were transiently
transfected into 293T cells followed by infection with
pseudotypes harboring S. Both ACE2 and CD13 were
eﬃciently expressed on the cell surface (Fig. 3B and data
not shown); however, only expression of ACE2 but not
of CD13 enhanced S-driven infection compared to infection of control cells, conﬁrming the speciﬁc interaction of SARS-CoV S with ACE2 (Fig. 1B).
The soluble ACE2 ectodomain inhibits SARS-CoV
S-driven infection
Next, we investigated if pre-incubation of SARS-CoV
S-bearing pseudotypes with the soluble ACE2 ectodomain modulates viral infectivity. We anticipated that
pre-incubation of virions with soluble ACE2 might
block binding of SARS-CoV S to membrane bound
ACE2, since it has been shown that soluble ACE2
blocks the attachment of a S-immunoglobulin fusion
protein to permissive Vero E6 cells [15]. Alternatively,

Fig. 2. Expression of soluble ACE2 protein and inhibition of SARSCoV S-driven infection. (A) Expression of the soluble ACE2 ectodomain. Either a pcDNA3 control vector (lane 1), wild type ACE2 (lane
2) or an ACE2 variant comprising only the ectodomain (lane 3) was
transiently expressed in 293T cells. After 48 h, cells and culture supernatants (lanes 4–6) were harvested and analyzed for ACE2 expression via Western blot. (B) Inhibition of S-mediated entry into 293T
cells by soluble ACE2. S-bearing pseudotypes and VSV-G pseudotypes
normalized for equal luciferase activity (104 c.p.s.) upon infection of
target cells were pre-incubated with the indicated dilutions of concentrated soluble ACE2 and used for infection of 293T cells. Luciferase
activity was determined in cell extracts after 72 h. The relative luciferase units obtained after infection in the absence of soluble ACE2 was
set as 100%. Each experiment was performed in quadruplicate and
repeated three times; similar results were obtained with a diﬀerent
soluble ACE2 preparation and with independent virus stocks.
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the indicated dilutions of supernatant containing soluble
ACE2, and used for infection of 293T cells. The soluble
ACE2 containing supernatant blocked SARS-CoV Sdriven infection in a dose-dependent manner, but did
not appreciably modulate VSV-G- and MLV-glycoprotein-mediated infection (Fig. 2B and data not
shown), indicating that the ACE2 ectodomain and
possibly portions thereof can be used to speciﬁcally
block SARS-CoV S-driven infection.
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which portions of this domain were deleted. The largest
deletion removed the kinase consensus sites and reduced
the tail length from 42 to 9 amino acids (Fig. 3A). All
ACE2 variants were expressed to comparable degrees on
the surface and in lysates of transiently transfected 293T
cells (Fig. 3B) and eﬃciently enhanced S-driven infection (Fig. 3C), indicating that amino acids 771–805 in
the ACE2 cytoplasmic tail are dispensable for enhancement of SARS-CoV S-mediated infection of 293T
cells.

Consensus kinase motifs in the ACE2 cytoplasmic domain
are not required for receptor function

ACE2: a promising target and tool for antiviral therapy

The ACE2 cytoplasmic domain harbors consensus
sites for tyrosine kinases and casein kinase II [21], and
an interaction of this domain with cellular proteins
might be important for receptor function. The contribution of the ACE2 cytoplasmic domain to receptor
function was assessed by analyzing ACE2 variants in

The identiﬁcation of ACE2 as a receptor for SARSCoV greatly advanced the understanding of viral cell
tropism and opened new opportunities for therapeutic
intervention. Thus, the development of compounds that
block binding of SARS-CoV S to ACE2 without inhibiting the natural function of ACE2 is now a desirable

Fig. 3. Analysis of the contribution of the ACE2 cytoplasmic domain to receptor function. (A) Schematic overview depicting the C-terminal ACE2
mutants analyzed. Putative tyrosine and casein kinase motifs are boxed. (B) Surface expression of ACE2 and the ACE2 deletion mutants. ACE2 was
transiently expressed in 293T cells and analyzed by FACS using a polyclonal ACE2 antiserum followed by incubation with a polyclonal FITClabeled secondary antibody (left panel, dark grey). As controls, pcDNA3-transfected cells were incubated with the secondary antibody (black line) or
with both the ACE2-speciﬁc antiserum in combination with the secondary antibody (light grey). Similarly, the indicated ACE2 deletion mutants were
subjected to FACS analysis; the percentage of ACE2 expressing cells is shown (middle panel). In parallel, expression of wild type ACE2 (lane 2) and
all ACE2 mutants was examined by Western blot analysis (right panel: lane 1, pcDNA3; lane 3, mutant 1–790; lane 4, mutant 1–779; lane 5, mutant
1–775; and lane 6, mutant 1–771). (C) Role of the cytoplasmic domain within ACE2 for SARS-CoV S-mediated infection of target cells. ACE2 and
the indicated deletion mutants were transiently expressed in 293T cells followed by infection with S-pseudotypes carrying luciferase as reporter gene.
After 72 h, the luciferase activity was determined. Each experiment was performed in quadruplicate and repeated at least three times with independent virus preparations.
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goal. For these strategies to be successful, however, it
needs to be determined if ACE2 is the only receptor for
SARS-CoV. This is especially important in the light of
recent ﬁndings demonstrating that SARS-CoV cell tropism is broader than initially appreciated [9,10]. Here,
we analyzed several cell lines of known permissiveness to
SARS-CoV S-mediated infection for expression of
ACE2 messenger RNA (mRNA). Expression of ACE2
mRNA correlated with permissiveness to infection for
all cell lines examined, indicating that ACE2 plays a
central role in SARS-CoV infection. Nevertheless, it
cannot be excluded that alternative receptors promote
viral entry into certain cell types and tissues.
Evidence obtained with other viruses indicates that
incubation with soluble receptors can modulate infection. For example, a tetrameric form of the HIV receptor CD4 potently abrogates HIV-1 infection, and
this eﬀect is recapitulated to some degree by a 27 amino
acid comprising CD4 mimicking synthetic peptide
[22,23]. In our hands, the soluble ACE2 ectodomain
speciﬁcally blocked infection by SARS-CoV S-bearing
pseudotypes. This validates the receptor-binding site in
S as a therapeutic target, although the development of
therapeutics based on the ACE2 ectodomain is going to
be challenging. Nevertheless, it will be interesting to
examine if smaller portions of the ACE2 ectodomain
exhibit inhibitory activity. Finally, the solution of the
structure of S bound to ACE2 must provide the basis for
the rational design of compounds that target residues in
S contacted by ACE2.
Binding of SARS-CoV S to ACE2 could induce intracellular signaling which might be required for receptor function. Indeed, the cytoplasmic domain of
ACE2 contains consensus sites for kinases, suggesting
an interaction of this domain with cellular proteins involved in signal transduction. Moreover, the ACE2
cytoplasmic domain could be involved in internalization, which seems to be required for S-driven infection
[9,10]. However, large deletions in the ACE2 cytoplasmic tail did not appreciably modulate expression and
receptor function, at least in the context of 293T cells
over-expressing receptor (Fig. 3C). These data argue
against an important role of the ACE2 cytoplasmic
domain in mediating SARS-CoV S-driven infection,
albeit diﬀerent cellular backgrounds need to be examined. Moreover, it cannot be excluded that the minimal
sequences still remaining in the cytoplasmic tail of the
ACE2 deletion-variants examined play a role in signaling or internalization. However, the introduction of
larger deletions abrogated surface but not intracellular
expression (data not shown) of the receptor, suggesting
that sequences between amino acids 766 and 771 are
required for the insertion of ACE2 into the plasma
membrane.
In summary, our results argue for a crucial role of
ACE2 in SARS-CoV S infection and underline that the

interaction of SARS-CoV S with ACE2 is an attractive
target for therapeutic intervention.
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